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While the previous movie, Dhoom 2, was made with a much bigger budget, the makers of Dhoom 3 have made sure that the
film is as entertaining as its previous sequels. Although, they’ve added a little more to the mix, just to keep the audience
spellbound. The film introduces some very new ideas, . Plot of Dhoom 3 – “Is Dhoom in the house?” Dhoom 3 starts with a hero
entering a hotel and shooting down an armed terrorist. Now, that’s a typical starting point of many action films. But what makes
Dhoom 3 different is the way they’ve tried to give their hero a character. The film starts off with a guy being chased in a car and
trying to reach home alive. Later on, when we see how he’s trying to find the hotel to call the cops, the film’s director comes out
to explain the plot’s various twists and turns. Throughout the film, we’re just asked questions like “What’s happening next?” and
“What will the hero do next?”, and the film’s writer tries to answer. The rest is all about entertainment, which is what Dhoom 2
was all about. The plot of Dhoom 3 – “You will be introduced to a new girl who is a helluva stunt rider” Unlike in the previous
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movies, Dhoom 3 doesn’t start off with some action-packed fast ride. We don’t see a guy trying to make a living by selling
shirts. Instead, the story starts off with the guy trying to do a little living by stopping a terrorist in his tracks. That’s when we first
meet the two friends who work with the guy, and they try to find out what’s happening with the terrorist. The movie then takes
an interesting turn, when they discover that the two guys were actually part of a much bigger conspiracy. Since that’s when the
hero enters the scene, and the film takes off. The plot of Dhoom 3 – “The guy goes back to his old ways, and fights the guys
who messed him up in the past” The film’s hero isn’t a very popular guy, and we find out why later in the film. He goes back to
his old ways, and he sets out 82157476af
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